
The feel of japan

Sponsorship Proposal



What is                      ? 

Since 2008, JAPAN Fes. has brought Japanese culture directly to NYC. During these times
of divisiveness, we think it is crucial to bring people of different cultures together. Through
food, music, art, and entertainment we believe it can be done naturally and comfortably. We
are very proud to be a part of a movement towards diversification and culture sharing.   



Our Target Market
Compared to other Japanese organizations, our target demographic frequently share information about
our events, products, and their experiences at our events on Instagram and Facebook. If your target
demographic is males and females between the ages of 18-45, then there is a myriad of Japan Fes.
attendees to attract. Our mission is to spread Japanese culture throughout the U.S. while aiming to keep
our events relevant to the interests of Americans. Hosting casual events is important to spread awareness
of Japanese culture with this demographic. The recent boom in popularity of Japanese culture - cuisine,
anime, and manga, to name a few - is a testament to the potential of these events. 



Reach
JAPAN Fes. Facebook followers: 18,807 followers (last updated 05/10/18) 
JAPAN Fes. Instagram followers: 15,200 (last updated 05/10/18) 
Mailing List: 3,000 Active Users 

Our organization is capable of achieving organic reach in the tens of thousands. The majority of our
followers/audience are interested or invested in Japanese culture and the arts, entertainment, and cuisine
within it. 



Our Past Influencers
Strictly Dumpling (Mike Chen) INSIDER Food (Herrine Ro) 
https://www.youtube.com/user/strictlydumpling 

Youtube: 1,208,975 subscribers 

Instagram: 93.5k followers

https://www.facebook.com/foodinsider/ 

Facebook: 8,533,536 followers 

Instagram: 29.3k followers



Past Media Exposure
These are several media outlets that gave JAPAN Fes. the exposure 

needed for our events to be successful!

JAPAN Fes. has also gained

exposure from Timeout, NY1, and

Japan Society (to name a few). 



Sponsor history



Sponsor Proposal
Plan 1: $1,500
-Place logo on posters and banners
-1 custom newsletter/flyer with +10k reach
JAPAN Fes. Facebook followers: 18,807 followers (last updated
05/10/18) 
JAPAN Fes. Instagram followers: 15,200 (last updated 05/10/18) 
Mailing List: 3,000 Active Users 

Our organization is capable of achieving organic reach in the tens of 
thousands. The majority of our followers/audience are interested or 
invested in Japanese culture and the arts, entertainment, and cuisine 
within it. 



Sponsor Proposal

Plan 2: $2,500

-Place logo on posters and banners
-1 custom newsletter/flyer with +10k reach
-Media Exposure as Sponsor
-Booth at event with tent and 3 tables



Sponsor Proposal

Plan 3: $5,000

-Place Logo on the posters
-1 custom newsletter/flyer with +10k reach
-Media exposure for Sponsor
-Booth at event with tent, 3 tables, and place for flyers at reception
-Facebook ad of your company or product
-Use external media influencer to introduce company name or product
-Marketing report after the event



Sponsor Proposal

Plan 4: $15,000

Exclusive Sponsor 
-Place Logo on the posters as an Exclusive Sponsor
-custom newsletter/flyer with +10k reach
-Media exposure by Media Influencer
-Booth at the event with a tent, 3 tables, and place for flyers at
reception
-Facebook ad of your company or product
-Use external media influencer to introduce company name or product
-Marketing report after the event


